Biochemical characterization of two truncated forms of amylopullulanase from Thermoanaerobacterium saccharolyticum NTOU1 to identify its enzymatically active region.
The enzymatically active region of amylopullulanase from Thermoanaerobacterium saccharolyticum NTOU1 (TsaNTOU1Apu) was identified by truncation mutagenesis. Two truncated TsaNTOU1Apu enzymes, TsaNTOU1ApuM957 and TsaNTOU1ApuK885, were selected and characterized. Both TsaNTOU1ApuM957 and TsaNTOU1ApuK885 showed similar specific activities toward various substrates. The overall catalytic efficiency (k (cat)/apparent K (m)) for the soluble starch or pullulan substrate, however, was 20-25% lower in TsaNTOU1ApuK885 than in TsaNTOU1ApuM957. Both truncated enzymes exhibited similar thermostability and substrate-binding ability against the raw starch. The fluorescence and circular dichroism spectrometry studies indicated that TsaNTOU1ApuK885 retained an active folding conformation similar to that of TsaNTOU1ApuM957. These results indicate that a large part of the TsaNTOU1Apu, such as the C-terminal carbohydrate-binding module family 20, the second fibronectin type III, and a portion of the first FnIII motifs, could be removed without causing a serious aberrant structural change or a dramatic decrease in hydrolysis of soluble starch and pullulan.